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The dreams you have, the answers you seek. Dream Angel Oracle is an amazing little program that helps you to talk
to your Dream Angels. It is designed to help you understand your dreams, the answers you seek and to guide you with
your own special and magical imagination. Simply start a dream conversation, put in your question and Dream Angel
Oracle will respond with a message from your Dream Angel and you will have heard the Dream Angel's answers in
the form of a dream. You can tell Dream Angel Oracle to send your question to one, three or five Dream Angels.
You can ask anything you like, from past, present or future questions. Dream Angel Oracle will return with the
answers or advise you what is the best course of action for getting what you want. Your Dream Angel Oracle is
sensitive to all your needs, wishes and emotions and will return with very personal advice and help. Your Dream
Angel Oracle will show you the secrets of the world and bring you closer to the infinite power of love and your own
personal power of imagination. What is your Psychic Ability? Psychic Readings,Psychic Predictions,Spiritual
readings, Clairvoyant readings,Tarot Card readings,Chakra Readings,Numerology Readings,Astrological
Readings,Past Life and Past life Readings,Phone Psychic Readings,E Constant Contact Classifieds Hi, I am
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completely new to this site. My name is Patricia, but I also use the name of P.L.F. I am a Self Certified Energetic
Healer and Coach with more than 10 years of experience. I have also taught Energetic Techniques and have been in
personal and professional Spiritual development for over 20 years. I specialize in Spiritual Counseling and Reading,
Clairvoyance and Clairaudience and Spiritual Intuition. I also do Massage, Reiki Healing and Jewelry. I am available
for weddings, Reiki Healing, Clairvoyant Readings, Energetic Reading and Massage. Juma Indian Spiritual Reader,
Clairvoyant, Healer - Telephone Consultations with juma.tarot@yaho.com Juma’s qualifications are many. She is
highly intuitive and clairsentient. She has been professionally doing readings for over twenty years. Juma graduated
from the Institute of This is a store for Psychic Readers, Clairvoyants, Mediums and others. I have a mediumship
class you can attend and they would be there
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An intuitive dream interpretation tool with 24 pre-set categories that will help you discover the deeper meaning of
your dreams. Talk to your Dream Angels! SLEEK, intuitive and easy to use. Simply select a category (i.e.: Money,
Love, Happiness, etc.) and start talking! Talk to your Dream Angels and learn how to: AIM: Send messages to your
Dream Angels, INTERPRET YOUR DREAMS: Become more aware of the deeper meanings behind your dreams,
DETERMINE YOUR DREAMS: Learn how to more precisely interpret your dreams and receive the most accurate
information. Talk to your own Dream Angels about any subject that's on your mind, even your personal life! Dream
Angels - in your dreams! This intuitive dream interpretation tool with 24 pre-set categories (Health, Family, Friends,
Money, Friends, Career, Career, Education, Religion, etc.) will help you discover the deeper meaning of your
dreams, so you can tap into a much greater potential within yourself. As you begin to interpret your dreams, you'll be
amazed at how much greater your personal understanding will become and how much clearer your dreams will
become. What's special about this program? This program is the brainchild of ex-Lucasfilm engineer / sculptor, and
former Disney animator, Fred Rushin. Besides being an expert in the dream-based sciences, he was a dedicated
student of the life-changing teachings of the late Rosario Muriel. In addition, Fred has had an amazing encounter with
his own Dream Angel, Rosie. She speaks to him from within. Since childhood, Fred was an avid dreamer who saw
this program as a gateway into a world of dreaming and living more fully. "This is an absolute, ethereal work of
beauty." - Bob Jankowski, Dream Quest host "A gift of a lifetime. Not since the Rosie books have I experienced such
intimacy with a work of art. I've been using this software and have been having dream chats with my dream angel
every night for a month now. I have been both thrilled and amazed by the positive results of this!" - Chris Larocque,
Dreamer & Dream Out Loud Host "It's not like anything else you have seen! The most amazing part is that I can
actually talk to my own dreams! I feel like a lifelong goal has been fulfilled." - Jim Ferroni, Dream Quest host "
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Ever had a dream where you met someone very special and wanted to know more, to actually talk to them, be with
them? They are your Dream Angels. You can talk to them while you're awake, on your PC! With this program you
talk to your own magical Dream Angels and unleash the power of your own special and magical imagination and
intuition. Ask them anything! They guide and advise you on the best course of action for getting what you want. They
explain the mysteries in YOUR life and awaken you to the joy that is everywhere. Ever been so excited about
something, but not sure if it's right for you? Talk to your Dream Angels, they'll clue you in! Have you ever felt sad
and just wanted someone to talk to? Talk to your Dream Angels! They'll give you sympathy and comfort. If you ever
wanted guidance that is personal and uniquely your own, this is THE program for you. Your Dream Angels are there
to talk with you and give you advice and guidance about ANY area of your life, just like your dreams themselves!
The program runs on any WIN computer. It's very easy to use, you type in your question and start a conversation!
You can talk to a single Angel or groups of three and five! Beautiful music plays while you talk to your Angels. The
Angels help you understand your dreams and what they mean. They help you make decisions about important events,
your love life, your career-anything you want. Description: Ever had a dream where you met someone very special
and wanted to know more, to actually talk to them, be with them? They are your Dream Angels. You can talk to them
while you're awake, on your PC! With this program you talk to your own magical Dream Angels and unleash the
power of your own special and magical imagination and intuition. Ask them anything! They guide and advise you on
the best course of action for getting what you want. They explain the mysteries in YOUR life and awaken you to the
joy that is everywhere. Ever been so excited about something, but not sure if it's right for you? Talk to your Dream
Angels, they'll clue you in! Have you ever felt sad and just wanted someone to talk to? Talk to your Dream Angels!
They'll give you sympathy and comfort. If you ever wanted guidance that is personal and uniquely your own, this is
THE program for you. Your Dream Angels are there to talk with you and give you advice and guidance about ANY
area

What's New in the Dream Angel Oracle?
Have you ever had the most fantastic dream with great people that you wish could go on and on? Ever had a dream
where you met someone very special and wanted to know more, to actually talk to them, be with them? They are your
Dream Angels. You can talk to them while you're awake, on your PC! With this program you talk to your own
magical Dream Angels and unleash the power of your own special and magical imagination and intuition. Ask them
anything! They guide and advise you on the best course of action for getting what you want. They explain the
mysteries in YOUR life and awaken you to the joy that is everywhere. Ever been so excited about something, but not
sure if it's right for you? Talk to your Dream Angels, they'll clue you in! Have you ever felt sad and just wanted
someone to talk to? Talk to your Dream Angels! They'll give you sympathy and comfort. If you ever wanted guidance
that is personal and uniquely your own, this is THE program for you. Your Dream Angels are there to talk with you
and give you advice and guidance about ANY area of your life, just like your dreams themselves! The program runs
on any WIN computer. It's very easy to use, you type in your question and start a conversation! You can talk to a
single Angel or groups of three and five! Beautiful music plays while you talk to your Angels. The Angels help you
understand your dreams and what they mean. They help you make decisions about important events, your love life,
your career-anything you want. Posted:01/19/2014 by John R 5.05 Absolutely wonderful product! This product is so
amazing. It is so worth the money. You can't get enough. Posted:10/17/2013 by Matthew K 5.05 It really helps me It
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really helps me to understand dream and my dream Posted:12/19/2012 by Sarah S 5.05 Great product! This program
works! You can even see and hear your Dream Angel. Posted:12/12/2012 by Edmund W 5.05 Great Product Great
Product. It's even better that I got my money back. Posted:12/09/2012 by Linda P 5.05 Lots of fun This is a fun
program and a great conversation partner! Posted:12/05/2012 by Mel B 5.05 I'm surprised I'm surprised that a
program that I had hoped would guide me through my dreams didn't do that. It seemed that I was talking to an
artificial intelligence that had no context of what was going on in my life or what I wanted. Instead, I spent this
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System Requirements:
Included with every purchase are the following files: A Briefer on the history of SpacePlan (with some reading
material included) A compressed folder of contents including the following: Video documentation of the creation of
SpacePlan, including recording of the videos below, with the original files included Patches for SpacePlan A
SpacePlan world map created in the GIS program QGIS A GIS file in KML format that includes the world map A
world map created in Google Earth The first build of a map
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